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ABSTRACT 

In 1990, the Electric and Hybrid Propulsion Division of the U.S. Department of 
Energy (DOE) established its adhoc Advanced Battery Readiness Working Group to identify 
regulatory barriers to the commercialization of advanced electric vehicle (EV) battery 
technologies and to facilitate the removal of these barriers. As one of three sub-working 
groups, the Shipping Sub-working Group (SSWG) was formed to address regulatory issues 
associated with the domestic and international transport of new battery technologies under 
development for EV and hybrid electric vehicle (HEV) applications. The SSWG invites 
industrial developers of advanced battery technologies to participate in identifying the extent 
of these issues, the required timing for their resolution, and the processes for resolving 
them. The SSWG conducts meetings, where the industrial battery representatives discuss 
these issues directly with U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) representatives. This 
forum facilitates the establishment of a viable approach, action plan, and schedule for 
expediting the removal of these regulatory barriers. For new battery technologies, this 
typically involves development of DOT-sponsored proposals to modify existing or establish 
new regulations to cover international transport. Shorter term interim approaches, e.g., 
exemptions or approvals from DOT, are often addressed in parallel to facilitate the domestic 
transport of prototype cells and batteries. 

In the early 199O’s, the SSWG successfully facilitated the establishment of a DOT 
general exemption (DOT-E-10917) and a new United Nations (UN) entry (UN 3292), to 
cover the surface and air transport of sodium/sulfur and sodium/nickel chloride batteries. 
Since 1996, the SSWG has been working with lithium-ion and lithium-polymer battery 
developers to address transport issues for large EV and HEV size batteries of these two 
technologies. A proposal to modify current provisions governing the international transport 
of lithium batteries, identified as UN 3090 in the UN Recommendations [Ref. 11, was 
developed and submitted under DOT sponsorship for consideration at the December 1997 
meeting of the UN Sub-committee of Experts. Due to lack of time, the DOT proposal was 
not formally discussed at this meeting, but the U.S. delegation conducted informal 
discussions with the German and French delegations, both of whom provided written 
comments on the DOT proposal. Based on the comments and discussions, the SSWG is 
currently working with DOT on a revised proposal, which is intended for submission and 
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considerziticn 2: the ;Liy 1998 meeting of !he UN Sub-Ccmmittee of Experts. It is our intent 
to secure h l l  s~c:pcr:  icr the revised Froposal from both the German and French delegations 
prior to its s u b ~ i s s i c c .  It is critical to obtain UN Sub-committee approval in July 1998, so 
that the  DCT ; ‘zcc.s.~,  ran be cocsiclored m d  approved by the UN Committee of Experts 
at their rneerir,s in Zecember 1998. The UN Committee of Experts meets only on even 
numbered years. so iailure to secure their approval in December 1998 will cause a two-year 
delay in impleRentinc international regulations for iarge EV and HEV lithium-ion and lithium- 
polymer batteries. Details of -the DOT proposal are provided in this paper, including 4 provisions that.!would relax the lithium and Jithium-alloy mass restrictions in apnera l  W J ,  -.-.-._. t 

m r e b y  providirig a measure of relief for small cells and batteries. n h i s  paper does not 
discuss a separate acd parallel effort by the PRBA and NEMA groups to revise current UN 
test procedures for small lithium batteries. 

.4b 
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BACKGROUND 

Following a 1990 DOE-sponsored workshop on regulatory issues to be faced in 
commercializing sodium-beta batteries for EV applications, Argonne National Laboratory 
(ANL) assisted DOE in forming its ad hoc Advanced Battery Readiness Working Group. 
The group’s charter is to assist the industrial battery and automotive communities by 
facilitating the removal of regulatory barriers that may hinder the commercialization of 
advanced batteries for EVs and HEVs. DOE’s ad hoc Advanced Battery Readiness 
Working Group is composed of three sub-working groups: Shipping, Recycling/ 
Reclamation, and In-Vehicle Safety. The group and its three sub-working groups are 
chaired by representatives from DOE’s national laboratories. From its inception, the group 
has been successful in securing participation by federal regulatory representatives from 
offices within DOT and the Environmental Protection Agency, as well as from most of the 
major international automobile companies. 

Initially, the Shipping Sub-working Group addressed the issue of establishing 
domestic and international shipping regulations for sodium/sulfur and sodiumhickel 
chloride batteries. Table 1 lists the international battery companies that participated in 
these efforts. Representatives from Ford Motor Co. and DOT played key roles in these 
early efforts. Ford had obtained prior exemptions from DOT to ship sodiudsulfur batteries 
and acquired experience shipping under them. Over the years, the SSWG has been 
fortunate to have had the contributions and cooperation of Dr. Charles Ke, representing 
the DOT Office of Hazardous Material Transport. In addition, we have been very fortunate 
to have at our disposal the expert consulting services of a former DOT employee, Edward 
(Andy) Altemos, HMT Associates, L.L.C. Andy prepares the documentation, in the 
appropriate language and format, that the SSWG submits to DOT and that DOT sponsors 
at the UN. His knowledge of the domestic and international regulatory processes has been 
extremely valuable to our group and its success. 
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TABLE 1. Industrial Battery Developers that Participated in SSWG Efforts to 
Obtain Domestic and lnternational Shipping Regulations for Sodium- 
Beta Batteries 

Industrial Developer 

AB B/Powe rp I ex 

Beta R&D Ltd. 

Chloride Silent Power Ltd. 

Eagle-Picher Industries, Inc. 

Hughes Aircraft Co. 

Location 

Downsview, Ontario, Canada 

Derby, United Kingdom 

Runcorn, Cheshire, United Kingdom 

Joplin, MO, USA 

Torrance, CA, USA 

The initial effort on sodium-beta batteries resulted in a general exemption (DOT-E- 
10917) and a new entry (UN 3292) to the UN Recommendations. The new UN 
recommendation was approved in December 1992 and became effective in January 1995. 
It recommends specific provisions for the international transport of “cold” sodium-beta 
batteries and incorporates “competent authority approval” provisions for the transport of 
“hot” sodium-beta batteries. The DOT general exemption was issued to Ford in March 
1993 and four battery developers were granted party status by May 1993. The exemption 
established specific provisions for the domestic transport of “hot” sodium-beta batteries. 
Subsequently, DOT incorporated the provisions of UN 3292 for “cold” battery transport and 
the provisions of DOT-E-10917 for “hot” battery transport into the Code of Federal 
Regulations [Ref. 31. Also, the international codes for the transport of hazardous materials 
by sea and air have been updated to incorporate the provisions of this UN entry. 

DOMESTIC AND INTERNATIONAL REGULATORY PROCESSES 

Shipping regulations govern the safety aspects of transporting items of commerce 
that contain hazardous materials by sea, land, and air. Typically, they specify the type of 
packaging, labeling, special handling, emergency response procedures, and other safety- 
related requirements associated with the safe transport of these items. Since the early 
199O’s, there has been an international effort to institute global standards and DOT has 
revised its hazardous materials transport codes to conform with the international transport 
recommendations published in the UN Recommendations on the Transport of Dangerous 
Goods or UN Recommendations [Ref.l]. These recommendations serve as the common 
basis for domestic and international shipping regulations. At the international level, the 
International Maritime Organization (IMO) and the International Civil Aviation Organization 
(ICAO) are responsible for establishing regulations governing the transport of hazardous 
materials by sea and air, respectively. The IMO updates its regulations to remain 
consistent with the UN Recommendations and publishes them in the lnternational Maritime 
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Dangerous Goods Code or the IMDG Code, while ICAO functions in a similar manner and 
publishes its updated regulations in the ICAO Technical Instructions for the Safe Transpod 
of Dangerous Goods by Air or the ICAO Technical Instructions. The implementation of 
new and revised regulations at the international level is a lengthy process. The UN 
Committee of Experts meets only on even-numbered years to decide on new and revised 
recommendations. Once the UN Committee of Experts approves new recommendations 
or revisions to existing recommendations, it takes two years for these changes to be 
implemented through publication of updated editions of the lMDG Code and ICAO 
Technical Instructions. 

Domestically, the DOT Office of Hazardous Materials Transport governs the 
transport of hazardous materials by all modes of transport--sea, land, and air. DOT 
updates its regulations to remain consistent with the UN Recommendations and publishes 
them in the Code of Federal Regulations or DOT49 CFR, Parts 100 to 185. It is possible 
to establish new domestic regulations in the absence of a UN recommendation. In these 
cases, DOT typically follows up by sponsoring proposals to the UN to add corresponding 
new entries to the UN Recommendations. 

As new items of commerce are developed, it usually becomes necessary to 
transport limited numbers of these items. Domestically this is normally handled by 
acquiring exemptions or approvals to ship outside the limits imposed by existing 
regulations. Applications for exemptions and approvals need to demonstrate that 
transporting these items under conditions outside existing regulations will not pose greater 
safety risks than similar types of hazardous materials pose when they are transported 
under the provisions of existing regulations. Experience shipping under these exemptions 
and approvals is then used as the basis for subsequent domestic and international rule- 
making applications. 

EXISTING LITHIUM BATTERY REGULATIONS 

The UN Recommendations contain an entry for lithium batteries, to which the 
identification number UN 3090 is assigned. This entry recommends provisions for the 
transport of lithium batteries and the various regulatory agencies have implemented codes 
that are consistent with the UN recommendations. Provisions of this UN recommendation 
and its associated regulatory codes are summarized in Table 2. DOT has indicated that 
they consider lithiated carbon to be a lithium-alloy type material and therefore consider 
lithium-ion batteries to be lithium batteries. As can be seen from Table 2, the current 
provisions governing the transport of lithium batteries restrict the quantities of lithium or 
lithium alloys to levels well below those needed in the lithium-polymer or lithium-ion 
batteries under development for EV and HEV applications. 
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TABLE 2. Summary of Provisions Governing the Transport of Lithium Batteries 

Regulatory 
Document 

UN 
Recomrnenda tions. 
UN 3090 

DOT 49 CFR, 
Section 173.1 85 
(governs all modes 
of domestic 
transport) 

lMDG Code 
(governs 
international 
transport by sea) 

ICAO Technical 
hstructions (govern 
international 
transport by air) 

Special Provision 230: Max. 12 g 
Li (or Li-alloy) per cell, 500 g Li (or 
Li-alloy) per battery, & proven safe 
via UN tests; specifies safety 
devices & innedouter packaging 
requirements. 

Same as UN 3090 except: limits 
mass of Li (or Li-alloy) to 500 g 
per package. 

Same as UN 3090 except: 
With Competent Authority 
approval: 60 g Li (or Li-alloy) per 
cell & 2.5 kg Li (or Li-alloy) per 
package. 

Cargo Aircraft: Same as UN 3090 
except gross package limited to 35 

Passenger Aircraft: Same as UN 
3090 except gross package limited 
to 5 kg. 

kg- 

Small Battery 
Exceptions 

Special Provision 188: 5 
g Li (or Li-alloy) per cell & 
25 g Li (or Li-alloy) per 
battery and proven safe 
via UN tests. 

Or 

Liquid Cathode: 0.5 g Li 
(or Li-alloy) per cell, 1 g 
Li (or Li-alloy) per battery 
and hermetically sealed. 
Solid Cathode: 1 g Li (or 
Li-alloy) per cell & 2 g Li 
(or Li-alloy) per battery. 

In addition to the mass restrictions on their Li or Li-alloy content, existing codes 
require cells and batteries to be subjected to a series of abuse tests to certify that their 
designs are safe for transportfRef. 21. These tests are performed on new and aged cells 
and batteries. If a manufacturer changes something in the design, components, chemistry, 
or capacity of a cell or battery model, then the manufacturer is required to recertify the 
reconfigured cell or battery. The purpose of testing aged cells is to ensure that the aging 
process does not significantly increase the safety hazards associated with their transport. 
Table 3 lists the type of abuse tests required by the UN to certify lithium cells and batteries 
safe for transport. The numbers in the boxes are the quantities of cells and batteries to be 
tested and the column headings “C” and “D” refer to charged and discharged cells and 
batteries, respectively. For details on the UN test procedures see Ref. 2. In our meetings 
with industrial lithium-ion and lithium-polymer battery developers, there was general 
agreement that revisions are needed in these test procedures for the small portable cells 
and batteries. The SSWG is proposing modifications to the test procedures, as they apply 
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to large cells and batteries. to make them more relevant and appropriate for EV and HEV 
cells and batteries. As mentioned earlier, a separate effort by NEMA and PRBA is directed 
at making changes to the UN test procedures for portable cells and batteries. The SSWG 
has offered to work with the NEMA and PRBA groups, but they appear to be doing it on 
their own. 

TABLE 3. Summary of Abuse Tests Used to Certify Lithium Cells and Batteries 
Safe to Transport and Modifications Proposed for EV and HEV Cells & 
Batteries 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 
(e) 

(f) 

(9) 

For large cells & batteries; aging is redefined as being cycled for a minimum of 50 full charge/ 
discharge cycles. 
Large cells & batteries are subjected to lower max. temperature & allowed more time for transfer: 
60°C vs. 75°C and 10 min. vs. 5 min. 
For all cells & batteries, the short circuit resistance is changed from 0.05 ohms to 530% of internal cell 
or battery impedance. 
Large cells are tested only if they are being transported as individual cells. 
Large cells & batteries are subjected to lower “g” forces: 20 g vs. 75 g during first 3 milliseconds & 50 
g vs. 125-1 75 g peak. 
For large cells, this test is performed using a rod whose diameter is 50% of the cell’s smallest 
dimension and performed on all axes perpendicular to terminal face (max. force not to exceed 10 kN). 
For large cells, this test is performed only if the cells are component cells from a battery whose 
terminal voltage is 512 volts. 
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PROPOSED CHANGES TO COVER EV AND HEV BATTERIES 

To obtain near-term relief from existing regulations, several internationa. battery 
developers have applied for and received approvals from DOT to transport lithium-ion and 
lithium-polymer cells and/or batteries of various sizes. Some of these were granted on the 
basis of developer-supplied information that claimed no metallic lithium or lithium alloy 
content. It should be noted that since early 1997, DOT has considered lithiated carbon to 
be a lithium alloy type material. Early on in our effort, the SSWG solicited water reactivity 
data on lithiated carbon (corresponding to various states of charge [SOC]), from several 
industrial lithium-ion developers, and determined that lithiated carbon qualifies as a 
“dangerous when wet” material, via the DOT-prescribed test procedures, at all SOCs. 
Although, the rate of hydrogen generation is lower than that for metallic lithium and 
decreases at reduced SOC, the rates at all SOCs exceeded the 1 Ukg/hr rate used by 
DOT to classify materials as “dangerous when wet.” As shown in Table 4, which lists the 
total hydrogen gas volumes collected within 2 minutes of initiating contact with water, even 
the material representative of a fully discharged battery exceeded the DOT rate. The rate 
measured by Developer A for the 100% SOC material was about two orders of magnitude 
lower than the measured rate using lithium metal, under this same DOT prescribed test. 

Table 4. Water Reactivity Data on Lithiated Carbons 

0 --- 21 

50 45 43 

100 105 61 

Based primarily on DOT’S position that lithiated carbon is a lithium-alloy type 
material, we proceeded to examine existing lithium battery shipping regulations and to 
determine how best to modify-them to accommodate the transport of EV and HEV lithium- 
ion and lithium-polymer batteries. Our strategy from the beginning has been to propose 
the minimum changes to current provisions, that would permit EV and HEV cells and 
batteries to be transported internationally in a safe manner. The reason for minimizing the 
changes is to maximize the probability of securing the approvals of the UN Sub-committee 
of Experts (in December 1997 or July 1998) and the UN Committee of Experts (in 
December 1998). Approvals in 1998 would allow for the establishment of formal provisions 
for the international transport of these larger cells and batteries in January 2001. If we fail 
to secure these approvals in 1998, the process will be delayed by two years and formal 
provisions for large cells and batteries could not become effective until January 2003. 
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At a meeting of the SSWG in February 1997, we discussed and secured industry’s 
agreement with this approach and requested that all participating battery developers 
examine the UN tests and provide us with their recommendations on quantities of cells and 
batteries to be tested, as well as any critical issues with the test procedures. A follow-on 
meeting was held in April 1997, where we reviewed the developer recommendations on 
the UN tests, as well as a drat3 of the proposal to the UN. We invited many of the domestic 
and international developers and manufacturers of lithium-ion and lithium-polymer batteries 
to this meeting, even though they may have no interest in pursuing the EV or HEV battery 
markets. Our goal was to inform them of our effort and thereby ensure that it would not 
produce any negative impacts on their ability to transport small cells and batteries. Table 
5 lists the industrial battery companies and their representatives that participated in this 
meeting. Other companies were invited, but chose not to send representatives. 

TABLE 5. Industrial Battery Participation at April 1997 SSWG Meeting 

D u race1 I 

Eagle-Picher Industries 

Eveready 

Hydro Quebec/3M 

‘ Matsushita 

Gerard Boyle 

James DeGruson 

David Pietz 

Benoit Chasse 

Kimiaki Yoshino 
~~ ~~ 1 Marc Juzkow 

11 Saft America I Salah Oweis 

11 Sony Kanji Murano 

11 Valence 1 Ralph Brodd 

13M/HQ - 1 Tim Salaba 

We met again in August 1997, to arrive at a consensus on the proposed changes 
to the UN tests and to review a second, more detailed draft of the proposal. A refined 
document was produced and it was presented to DOT for their review in late August. The 
DOT issues were addressed and a formal proposal was prepared in September 1997. This 
proposal was formally submitted to the UN under the sponsorship of DOT on September 
19, 1997, and placed on the agenda for the December 1997 meeting of the UN Sub- 
Committee of Experts. Referring back to Table 3, it is possible to obtain a snapshot of the 
changes being proposed. The crosshatched boxes represent the UN tests that we 
propose to retain for use in certifying that large cells and batteries are safe for transport. 
Footnotes (a), (d), and (9) describe additional changes incorporated into the September 
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document. In addition, the DOT paper proposes to change the wording in provisions of UN 
3090 associated with the mass limits on lithium or lithium alloy for cells and batteries. The 
DOT proposal would apply the existing mass limits to the “lithium content of the negative 
electrodes” in cells and batteries, so that cells and batteries using metal alloy or lithiated 
carbon negative electrodes are not unduly penalized for the mass of the inert host 
materials. This change would apply to all cells and batteries, thereby providing appropriate 
relief under Special Provision 188 and Special Provision 230. 

The DOT proposal was not formally discussed at the December 1997 meeting of the 
UN Sub-committee of Experts, due to lack of time. However, written comments on the 
DOT proposal were prepared and submitted by the Experts from Germany and France. 
The U.S. delegation met informally with the German and French delegations to discuss 
these comments. The SSWG is currently working with DOT in revising the proposal to 
address most of the issues raised in the German and French comments. Footnotes (b), 
(c), (e), and (f) in Table 3 reflect these proposed revisions to the UN tests. The SSWG 
plans to distribute the revised proposal to the German and French delegates and secure 
their agreement on its content, prior to DOT’S formal submission of the revised proposal 
to the UN for consideration at the July 1998 meeting of the UN Sub-committee of Experts. 
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